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Event Calendar
May 5th - Warm Water Fishing Outing - Upper Illinois Float Trip
May 8th - Women's Initiative Book Social - Waterfront Grill
May 9th - Okmulgee TIC Fingerling Release - Volunteers Needed
May 10th - General Meeting, Matt Millner, "Fly Fishing Through The Seasons of Arkansas"
May 15th - Fly Tying at Backwoods (Intermediate - Advanced)
May 19th - The Gadget Co., Fly Fishing 101
If you have a friend who is not a member who might be interested in this information please feel free to forward this issue to
your friend. Forward this message to a friend.

A Message from Your President

Matt Millner To Speak At The
May 10th General Meeting
"Fly Fishing Through The Seasons of
Arkansas"

Matt grew up in Memphis, TN and started fly fishing
at a young age with his father. By the age of 9 Matt
was comfortable with a fly rod. Their home waters
of Arkansas would eventually turn into the place
Matt cut his teeth.

Phil Curtis in Wyoming
Hello,
After having some All Time Lows for the month of
April, it appears that Spring has finally sprung and
we are beginning to experience some warmer days,
again. That also means that the action in some of
our warm water fisheries are begining to heat up.
This is a perfect fit for our traditional warm water
outing in May. I hope that you will plan on attending
our May outing event. Make sure to follow the links
in this newsletter or go to our TU420.com website
and click on the appropriate link or button so that
we can, better, plan on who will be attending the
event.
Weather permitting, our last TIC trout release will be
this month. Various issues, weather and notweather related, have delayed some of our releases
this season. I am thankful for all of you that have
volunteered your time to work with the kids during
these releases.
Our Trout in the Classroom
program is a success because of Scott Hood’s
leadership and, mostly, because of the time that our
volunteers put into this program. Words aren’t
adequate enough to express the thanks that I have
for Scott and all of the volunteers, but, my heartfelt
thanks is offered to you, anyway. Good Job!!
Pat Daly has done a great job of keeping us abreast
of the Conservation issues, locally and nationally.
Please pay attention to his articles in the
Conservation section. We value your support and

With his diverse background in guiding, Matt has
developed quite the arsenal of tricks. He guided for
several seasons in Alaska on the Iliamna Drainage.
He then guided for ten years in northern central
Arkansas, fishing the White, Norfork, Little Red and
Dry Run Creek. He also spent several years guiding
in Colorado on the Yampa, Colorado and Roaring
Fork.
Matt's presentation will cover the Little Red, the
White, and the Norfork. Matt will break down each
season and talk about fishing each season and
what it brings that separates it from the rest;
including breaking down hatches, best fishing spots,
as well as his favorite fly patterns for each
season. www.risingriverguides.com
Facebook :
rising river guides
We meet monthly on the 2nd Thursday at
Hardesty Public Library. The library is located at
8316 E. 93rd Street, Tulsa, OK (N. of Creek
Turnpike. & E. of Memorial Dr.) All are welcome Admission is free - Doors open at 6:00 (time to
chat); meetings begins at 6:30. Door prizes and
raffles at every meeting. We look forward to
seeing you there.

Raffle Prize For April

action on the issues that are brought forth.
On to a little Club Business. If any of you are
interested in serving our club as a Board Member or
as an Officer, please let us know. You may speak to
me, Heath, Jim, Scott, Pat, Frank, Terrie, Kelly or
John about the opportunities to serve.
Our
elections will be coming up in November, but, it’s
never too early to get this notice out. My term as
Club President will end at the November election. I
like the growth and direction that our club has taken
over the last few years and I will continue to be
involved with the club, going forward.
Finally, get out there and enjoy yourself on the
water. Furthermore, introduce a friend or a kid to
our sport and share the joy of the experience that
we sometimes take for granted. Tight Lines.

Phil Curtis
President of Oklahoma Trout Unlimited & Tulsa Fly
Fishers

Trout In the Classroom Report
Trout In the Classroom 2017/2018

This month’s General Meeting raffle prize will be an
Orvis Sling Pack. Estimated value of this pack is
$90. Be sure to pick up extra raffle tickets by the
door at the next General Meeting.

Youth And Adult Education
Upcoming Classes
The Gadget Company's Fly Fishing 101
Date: May 19th
Time: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Location: 104 E 15th St
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74119
Cost: Free

Despite inclement weather Union HS released their
fingerlings.
This will be my final report to our membership on
your Chapter activities with Trout In the Classroom
for the 2017-18 class year.
First off, I would like to thank all of those who
stepped up and volunteered their valuable time to
help present the program in the classrooms,
distribute trout eggs, distribute trout food and finally
to show up and help at the various trout releases
this spring. Without that assistance this program, for
all the area schools it serves, could not happen.
THANK YOU.

Fly tying, knots and rigging and casting instructions
will be provided by TU420 volunteers on site and
available throughout the day.

2018 General Meeting Schedule
Pat Daly is wrapping up this season's speakers with
the presentation in May by Matt Millner. He is
currently looking for guest speakers for the 20182019 season General Meetings. If you have a topic
you would like to present or would like to have
presented, please contact Pat at pat@cimtel.net.
May 10th - Matt Millner: "Fly Fishing Through the
Seasons of Arkansas". Visit his website

at: www.risingriverguides.com
This year did not go without its challenges. Schools
had power failures, that caused tanks to go without
chillers and bubblers for a day or so and this, as
you might guess, is disaster in the making. We had
one tank where the children were excited to see
their little trout buddies get excited when staples
and small fragments of construction paper where
dropped into the tank. Obviously, this is
discouraged from day one and the students who did
this ended up learning that pollution kills fish.
Staples can’t be digested and construction paper is
often treated with chemicals that are problems for
the bacteria in the filter systems in the tanks. Plus,
with a flu epidemic we had, and the desire to have
clean hands all the time, we learned the hard way
that the anti-bacterial water free hand rubs can also
create a serious problem when hands previously
slathered with this stuff when entering the water
without first being washed with soap and rinsed well
with clean water will also kill the bacteria in the filter
systems. The filter systems contain bacteria and
those bacteria feed on nitrates and nitrites that fish
waste contains… without them those build up and
cause ammonia gases in the water… poison to little
trout.
We’ve also experience HUGE successes. Jenks,
HS had a near 100% survival rate, this is practically
unheard of and Broken Arrow HS grew one of the
largest 5-month old behemoths I have ever seen in
the 8 years since we started this program. The
students there learned that once one of the trout
becomes big enough to eat another one, that they
can develop a taste for their siblings and that fewer
of them makes space for growing even bigger. It
doubled in size in a matter of weeks.

We meet at the HARDESTY REGIONAL
LIBRARY, 8316 E. 93rd St. on the north side of
the Creek Turnpike, east of Memorial Drive.
Doors
open
at
6:00
pm
(open
discussion/questions); meetings begin at 6:30.
Meetings are open to the public and free.

Outings
Mark your calendars and plan to join
us for our upcoming outing!
Upper Illinois Float Trip
Our May outing will be Saturday, May 5th on the
Upper Illinois River.
We’ll start at Round Hollow at 8AM and fish to the
Peavine access. Lunch will be on a gravel bar
about half way thru the float – look for Kelly in his
drift boat!
Shuttle from Peavine back to the launch point will
be available until 8PM.
Arrowhead-Thunderbird provides floats on this
section of river for anyone needing to rent craft.
Please make arrangements individually.
To help us plan for this event, please RSVP using
the link on the TU420 Event page of TU420.com.
Contact
Heath
for
information:
Heath
Tiefenauer at TU420outings@gmail.com See you
there!

2018 Conservation Issues
- Preparing motion for OK Senate declaration letter
on Water for the Lower Illinois River.

Much is learned in these TIC tanks, but water
quality is the principle need for the trout survival,
without it the students learn what happens and can
equate that to water is life.
I am delighted to report that all the schools that

- Tracking Oklahoma Legislation of concern
including: Elimination of 'setback" requirements
from clean water sources for aerial spraying of hog
and chicken waste, lowering phosphorous limits in
our Scenic rivers, eliminate ability for cities to
regulate plastic waste, out of state sale of eastern
Oklahoma water and water transfers, reduction or
inaction of water quality standards in all OK rivers
and lakes and others. We work to inform and
communicate with OK legislators on conservation

participated this year want to do it again in the fall of
2018 and that we plan to add at least one more TIC
tank at the Tulsa Boys Home. Our tank leader at
Broken Arrow HS, Ed Wampler has offered to lead
that tank next fall which creates an opening for a
tank leader at Broken Arrow, HS. If you are
interested in working as a tank leader please reach
out to me and let me know.

BA fingerling release
Thanks again to the volunteers and to all those who
buy raffle tickets at our meetings and auction items
at our fund raisers, without that support the program
also could not exist.
We have one final release to go and it’s the
4th Graders from Okmulgee. They have “the three
amigos” left in their tank to release. May 9th is the
day set for that release and I need a strong
contingent of volunteer for the day. There are about
90 students that will attend. If you can help us
please contact me

issues of interest to OK TU 420 members.
- Trout Unlimited National opposes yet another
proposal by a foreign corporation being fast tracked
by new administration to place the world's largest
mine and inadequate earth filled dam in the
headwaters of pristine Bristol Bay. Bristol Bay
generates over $400,000,000 in annual seafood
catch (salmon) and is the world's largest producer
of salmon. If not stopped the Pebble mine could
wipe out our salmon supply for the rest of our
lifetime and do great economic damage.
- Scott Hood reports that discussions with SWPA
are still at a stalemate. JD Strong of the ODWC has
called for another meeting asking if Markwayne
Mullin will host. Oklahoma Conservation Coalition is
working on introducing an OK Senate Resolution
regarding the LIR water issue. (Senator Mark Allen
has been called and will review before he submits
said resolution).
Pat Daly
Conservation Chair

Backwoods Continues Free Fly
Tying Classes
Phil Curtis has provided fly tying instructions at
Backwoods in the Farm for a couple of weeks now.
Classes have been well attended.

You do not need to be an expert fly caster, fly tier or
entomologist to help out. Plan the whole day... we
help out and then when the buses leave, usually
around 1:30 ... we fish! In past years, some even go
early to fish before the buses arrive, usually around
10-ish.
Generous member donations will allow us to add at
least one more Trout Tank next fall at the Tulsa
Boys Home. Ed Wampler has already stepped up to
be the tank leader there. This change will make his
slot as Broken Arrow High School tank leader
available so please contact me if you are interested
in becoming a tank leader at Broken Arrow High
School.
Please contact Scott Hood, Adult and Youth Ed
coordinator if you can help out on any one or
more of these days: shood91849@aol.com
Thank you.

Eleven vises are available on a first come first serve
basis. Join Phil to learn new fly tying skills or brush
up on your old skills from 6:00 pm to 7:00 pm on the
first and third Tuesday of each month.
For details on fly tying events and the flies to be tied
for a specific date, check the TU420 website or
follow us on Facebook.

Fly of the Month
This Month: Water Safety

Follow us on Facebook and Join
TU and FFI
There are now 1138 members on Facebook (Here's
a quick link.) and growing. 454 are paid Trout
Unlimited Members. We are currently reviewing
options to increase membership in both Trout
Unlimited and Fly Fishers International. You can
help us by bringing a friend to the meetings or
providing them with membership applications. 45%
of the Facebook members and 41% of
the Streamline recipients are members of Trout
Unlimited and far less are members of FFI. The
Officers and Board are hoping that you will take the
opportunity to become a member of either or both of
these organizations and take advantage of all the
benefits that TU and FFI provide.

Zoo Cougars, Wiggle Worms, Double Deceivers,
Bunny Buggers, Junkyard Dogs, Shuttlecocks and
Mad Mike’s Mud Minnows…. These patterns are
just a few of the rowdy crowd designed especially
for Ozark Bass and Trout. Warmer weather brings
out the rowdy to our area waters, and the month of
May is the perfect time for the Oklahoma fly
fisherman to start float fishing. We have hundreds
of miles of floatable water If you are willing to
stretch your area of opportunity to Arkansas and
Missouri, where the typical game fish are
Smallmouth, Kentucky and Largemouth. We also
have a few monster opportunities, Stripers, Carp,
Buffalo, and Bowfin in the Lower Mountain Fork and
in May, spawning Longnose Gar.
You may already have a 5, 6, or 7 weight fly rod and
a family member or friend willing to loan good
equipment for floating. If not, there are dozens of
local outfitters and new and used Kayaks and
Canoes for sale. Buying a fly rod and taking casting
lessons does not instantly make you a great fly
fisherman and flat-water paddling does not prepare
you for safely floating down the river. This month’s
topic is on the safety and mechanics of paddling a
canoe in fast water in hopes that you have a chance
to find yourself on one of our beautiful rivers this
summer. Kayaks are somewhat easier than canoes,
but the same principles apply.
Fly Fishing from a Canoe or Kayak
While our rivers are gentle by Western standards,
no amount of paddling in calm water prepares the
first-timer for the dynamics of fast water.
Fortunately, with a little preparation and willingness
to learn, you can safely float and guide yourself

For membership information and applications, visit
our website, TU420.com, pick up an application at
the General/Annual meetings or talk to an officer or
Board member.
An easy way to find someone to go fishing with,
brag about your success, or just keep up with
what's going on.

Fly Rod & Equipment Loan &
Learn Program

down Class 2/3 rivers. If you think a Class 2/3 river
is not exciting enough, consider this scenario with
eight challenges common to Oklahoma streams.
On entering the fast water of a “riffle” (1) you
discover not all water is flat as your boat
accelerates down a slippery slope, (2) followed by a
forward push from water now moving faster than the
boat, which (3) simultaneously drives the boat
sideways during a turn, often with (4) the stream
narrowing and turning in the fastest water. The new
dynamics of your craft arrive (5) at the most
interesting places in the stream to fish, and, of
course, it’s Oklahoma so (6) it’s probably windy and
(7) your partner in the front is practicing for the
Olympic rowing squad. Don’t forget that (8) you may
be dodging deadfalls and dead drunk college
students. All this excitement and you have not even
started
to
fish.

Need a fly rod for a visiting friend, want to take your
daughter fly fishing but need another rod or do you
just want to try a 4 weight? Well, no worries! Now
TU 420 members can borrow fly fishing equipment
thanks to members and friends generous
equipment donations. Not a member? Just join
TU420 or FFI to gain access to our Loan & Learn
program. We’re excited about this new program
and its potential to get more people on the water
and youngsters into fly fishing.
There are really only 2 must have strokes for a
canoe, forward and backwards. From the back seat
of a canoe, paddling forward on the left turns the
canoe right. Exaggerate the natural hook at the end
of the stroke for more turning power. The greater
the exaggeration, the greater the turn. Alternatively
push the end of the stroke away from the canoe to
get a more forward motion and less of a turn.
Change sides when the boat begins to turn too far.
After a few moments practice you can get a sense
of how long you can paddle on one side before you
have to switch to the other adjust for the particular
boat, wind and amount of ice and beverages in your
cooler.

Current inventory includes 4, 5, 6 and 7 weight fly
rods and reels, fishing net, one pair xl winter
waders, fishing pack.
We are seeking donations of gently used or new:
- Nippers, hemostats, zingers, net magnet, trout and
warm water fly selections and fly boxes
- fishing nets, wading staffs, fly rods & reels, waders
& boots, particularly women's waders.
- 4, 5, 6, 7,8wt fly lines
Donations to this program would be greatly
appreciated. Bring donations to the monthly
meeting and ask for Pat Daly or contact Pat.

To check out equipment* contact Pat Daly
at pat@cimtel.net or call 918 346-1218. See full
details on our website www.TU420.com.
*Current TU membership card and small deposit
required.

New Member Discount
If you are planning to apply for membership to Trout
Unlimited (TU) you should be aware that there is a
discount available to new members. TU offers a
50% discount ($17.50) to new individual members
of which our chapter will receive a $15 rebate. If you
pay the full price, we do not get a rebate. Follow the
link to submit your application and receive the 50%
discount and support our chapter. New TU Member
Discount Please remember to select the 420 Oklahoma Chapter designation under 90K - Indian
Nations Council (Oklahoma) or make note of the
420 Chapter on your checks.

The strokes from the front of the canoe are even
simpler, paddling forward mostly pushes the canoe
forward. Paddling backwards slows the canoe. In
practice, you should be able to switch sides when it
is comfortable and have the paddler in the rear
handle the steering.
Fast Water provides a different challenge. At some
point the water begins to move faster than the
canoe. Your forward strokes become more effective
at acceleration and less effective at turning. The
natural reaction is to paddle harder, which provides
more acceleration. Yelling at your partner to paddle
harder at best provides more acceleration without
turning. Yelling to paddle on the other side again
provides more adrenaline powered acceleration but
not much turning. Continued declarations that the
person in the other end of the boat is causing your
trouble may insure less cooperation in the future
than you might expect.
The perspective from the front of the canoe is still
simple. Paddling forward increases the forward
speed, backwards slows the canoe, good idea or

Fly
Fishers
International
(FFI)
renewal
memberships are $35. Discounts are available for
New Members ($20 membership the first Year),
multi-year memberships, students, veterans and
seniors. For every 12 new members, TFF earns
fishing eqiuipment which will be used for fly fishing
classes, demonstrations, TIC and various other
chapter events. For more information, or to apply for
a membership, visit the FFI website, pick up an
application at the General Meetings, or visit with Jim
Mathewson at the meeting and he can help you with
the online application at the meeting..
If you have questions, please see a Board member
or pick up an application at the monthly General
Meeting.

Women's Initiative
Next Ladies Book Social
The next WI Ladies Book Social is scheduled for
May 8th and will be held at the Waterfront Grill
beginning at 6:30 pm. We are currently starting the
book: "Reel Women: The World Of Women Who
Fish", by Lyla Foggia.
Terrie Blackburn
Women's Initiative Chair (See Website)

not.

Seeking Active Volunteers
Some TU or FFI members may feel that they are
not getting enough from TU420 meetings or
activities. One possible remedy for that feeling is to
get more involved. TU420 is always looking for
volunteers to fill vacant positions as Officers and/or
Board members to help steer and organize the
direction of the Club. Please take some time over
the summer to consider volunteering for an officer
position or Board member. Qualifications include
being a member of Trout Unlimited and Fly Fisher
International. Board meeting are the third Thursday
of each month (except June and July). Elections for
Club positions are in November. For more
information, please contact any of the Board
members at the monthly General Meeting or by
email posted on the TU420 website.

Water Safety (Continued)
Four Common Sense Safety Rules:
Rule #1 - No matter how cool and confident your
crew is talking about floating, don’t assume
everyone can swim or remain calm when drug
through the spiderwebs and green stuff that might
be poison ivy along the banks of the river. If there is
any doubt, about someone’s confidence in the
water, have them wear a PFD.
The only effective steering for the front paddler is
reach straight out to the side and pull the paddle
straight into the boat. You might consider this stroke
if headed directly for something better avoided. The
best instruction is to be watchful for obstructions
and be ready to steady the canoe with the paddle if
needed. Yelling at the person in the back to paddle
on the other side is rarely effective, however
tempting.
Paddling backwards in fast water makes good
sense on multiple levels. You can control the
forward momentum of the boat, balancing the push
of the water moving forward with the power of the
back stroke. With a backwards stroke, keep the
nose of the boat pointed at the object you would like
to avoid, “backing away”. The water pushing against
the side of the canoe will add a sideways thrust also
pushes you away from the obstruction. With a little
practice you can quietly make it through rough
water, pull up the bank on the gentle side of the
rapid, and catch the fish you didn’t disturb behind
the rocks and logs in the fast water.

Rule #2 - Higher water requires more caution. Easy
floats can turn into challenging floats with just a few
extra inches of water in the river. From my
experience growing up on the Illinois River, a 3-foot
rise above normal becomes a dangerous flow. If in
doubt, see Rule #1.
Rule #3 - Pair the least experienced with those with
the most experience. If “a couple” are both
inexperienced, let them practice with a patient
teacher before having them go at it by themselves.
If there is any doubt, see Rule #1.
Rule #4 – If you find yourself in a boat lodged
sideways in the current, do not lean away from the
obstruction. Stabilize the boat first. If your boat is
taking on water, climbing up the offending log or
rock may be your best choice. Unfortunately, you
may not have time to consider Rule #1 at this
moment.
Joel Kantor mentioned fly fishing is a 1 person at a
time in a canoe on his trips to the boundary waters.

Kayaks have the same dynamics, but with the
shorter length and weight, turn much easier. The
push of fast water against the side of the kayak may
still be driving you quickly into trouble, so slowing
down in the fast water with back strokes makes
good sense. (Contunued in right column)

Game fish in fast water are most often in a pocket
of calm water created by an obstruction, depth
change or seam. With the movement of the boat,
movement of the water, and the need to be able to
grad a paddle, it is simply not effective or safe to fly
fish in fast water from a Canoe or a Kayak. Unless
your partner is an expert guide in a Canoe, Jon boat
or Drift boat, that confidently knows how to hold the
fisherman in position, fast water is more effectively
fished by getting out of the boat.
I am already planning a number of floats this
summer and hope to see some of our club on the
water. I can also recommend excellent floats for
Smallmouth on the Fly on the James River in
Southwest Missouri. Our next outing, this coming
Saturday, May 5, is a supported float on the Upper
Illinois River, conditions permitting, and I hope to
see you on the water.
Tight Lines!
Author Kelly Brown will be interviewing and
documenting local fly tiers on their favorite flies as
well as some of the flies he ties in the coming
months. If you see him at the next General Meeting,
be sure to thank him for putting this project
together.

Mark Your Calendar For These Coming Events
June (TBD) - Summer Picnic or LIR clean-up
"Streamline" is published on the first of the month about a week before the next general meeting.
If you have content ideas, comments, complaints or suggestions please contact the Editor: Jim Mathewson at Tel: (918) 346-3093
or Email: jmathewson3@cox.net

